Highly efficient manipulation of Laplace fields in film system with structured bilayer composite.
Using metamaterials or transformation optics to manipulate Laplace fields, such as magnetic, electric and thermal fields, has become a research highlight. These studies, however, are usually limited to a bulk material system and to single field manipulation. In this paper, we focus on a film system and propose a general practical method applicable for such a system. In this method, the background film is covered with another one to construct a so-called "bilayer composite" to achieve required physical parameters. On the basis of the bilayer composite, a multi-physics cloak and a multi-physics concentrator for electric current and thermal flux are designed, fabricated, and demonstrated. This work provides an efficient way to control and manipulate single/ multi-physics Laplace fields like a dc electric field and a thermal field in a film system, which may find potential applications in IC technology, MEMS, and so on.